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Abstract: the Application of Computer Database Technology in Information Management is
Analyzed. Its Main Purpose is to Understand the Current Development of Computer Database
Technology and Its Application in Information Management. in the Current Stage of Rapid
Economic and Cultural Development, All Areas of Society Are Concerned. in Recent Years, as One
of the New Technologies, the Computer Database Technology is Widely Used in Various Industries
and Occupies a Very Important Position. Affected by Many Factors, There Are Still Some
Enterprises Lack of Understanding of Information Management and Computer Database
Technology. in This Study, Firstly, the Development Characteristics of Computer Database
Technology Are Analyzed, and the Application of Computer Database Technology in Information
Management is Mainly Studied.
1. Introduction
Since Opening Up to the Outside World, China Has Gradually Entered the Internet + Era. in This
New Development Situation, the Strength of China's Comprehensive Countries Has Been Greatly
Improved, and Scientific and Technological Research and Development Has Been Strengthened.
Computer Database Technology is One of the New Technologies Obtained under the Upgrading of
Science and Technology. the Application of This Technology in Different Industries Can
Effectively Realize the Scientific Management of Trust in Different Industries. It Has a Very
Important Impact on Improving the Level of Information Management and Reducing the Defects of
Information Management. This Article Mainly Discusses the Use of Computer Database
Technology in Information Management, Which Will Lay a Solid Foundation for Improving the
Application Level of Computer Database Technology in Information Management in the Future.
2. Computer Database
2.1 Internal Situation
Computer Database Technology is the Representative of Modern Technology Which Depends on
Network. the Work of Computer Database Technology, Especially Getting Data Signals, Collecting
a Lot of Data. the First is to Store Data in a Network Database. the First is to Analyze and Process
Data. Computer Database Technology is the Product of Modern Technology and Computer Theory.
with the Development of Market Economy, the Level of Network Information Technology
Continues to Improve, and the Application Scope of Database Technology Continues to Expand[1].
It Not Only Optimizes the Design of Information Management System, But Also Provides
Guidance for the Production Activities of Enterprises That Output Text Content Rapidly.
2.2 Characteristics
The first computer database has certain rules, many data are stored in it, and the stored data are
regular. In many cases, different data sources have different organizational forms. Databases can
integrate data in a unified organizational form, highlight similar features, and sort data cans. Second,
open computer database technology. The database is semi open[2]. If the database is shut down
completely, it is not the actual value. You need to record the user's key information when you start
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setting up the database. The user needs to log in his account and enter his password. He can
automatically enter the database and view the information of relevant departments. Third, the
separation of computer database technology. Computer database technology is often combined with
other technologies, but it is not affected by other technologies[3]. From a physical point of view, the
hardware and software of computer database technology do not conflict with other technologies.
From the logical point of view, the logical structure of computer database technology is difficult to
change. In addition, the database technology of computer is volatile[4]. The data in the database is
not static, and users can manage the data effectively. Society is in a state of change, and historical
data gradually fails, becoming redundant data. Users can swipe this data. At the same time, users
can check the accuracy of data and modify the wrong data in the query process.
3. Development Characteristics of Computer Database Technology
3.1 Organization
In the development of computer database technology, it has a clear organization and sharing.
When used, the organization of the computer database is reflected in the fact that the database data
is in disorder. Therefore, according to the characteristics of data, all data can be connected to a
specific organizational structure in turn, data collection, and computer data information integration
processing. The complexity of computer database is reflected in the ability of different units or
countries to share database information on computers[5]. The database technology of computer
must depend on the corresponding network technology. Because network technology is universal
and widely used, computer information can be widely used and data from different regions can be
widely distributed through the support of network technology.
4. Implementation Method of Computer Database Technology in Information Management
4.1 Operation
Nowadays, computer database technology plays an increasingly important role in information
management. Economic development promotes the improvement of technical level, and computer
database technology is used for business management[6]. At present, computer database technology
has expanded from industry and commerce to agriculture and service. This technology enriches the
content of information management, optimizes the method of information management, and
promotes the rapid development of the industry. Second, the application of computer database
technology in information management is very good. With the rapid development of science and
technology in China, the scope of database continues to expand, and data processing is faster and
better. Compared with other emerging technologies, the application of computer database
technology is more convenient, data processing efficiency is high, and can meet the strict
requirements of various industrial data processing[7]. Third, the risk of applying computer database
technology to information management is greatly reduced. At the beginning of the application of
computer database technology, data loss and data theft are decreasing day by day, and information
management is obviously improved. A lot of data have the secret characteristics that are directly
related to the survival of enterprises. To encrypt secure data, the company optimized its computer
security system. In this case, the computer database technology is guaranteed, and the functions of
data backup, data recovery and data protection are better.
4.2 Implementation
First of all, in order to improve the application level of computer database technology in
information management, more technical funds should be invested[8]. Compared with foreign
countries, China's information management level is low, so it is necessary to improve the security of
computer data. In order to solve this problem, China must increase the cost of technology and
promote the innovation of computer database technology[9]. Specifically, first of all, enterprises
need to have the necessary security awareness, improve enterprise awareness, build network
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security protection system, and carry out central network information management. Secondly, the
overseas experience of information management is worth studying to ensure the security of
information management. Third, computer hardware and software equipment need to be optimized
to expand the size of the database. And we should standardize the data storage process and improve
the position of computer database technology in information management. China's economic ties
with other countries have continued to grow. For enterprises, we must record the domestic market
information, production and operation of enterprises in the database, and also record the same
information of enterprises in foreign markets. In the process of inputting information, we need to
ensure the correctness of enterprise data. Specifically, first of all, a special data input group must be
established to analyze the reliability of data [10]. Second, enterprises should give full play to the
effectiveness of regulatory authorities, and conduct dynamic monitoring of data input. Third,
enterprises should form database management standards. Third, in order to improve the application
level of computer database technology in information management and promote the combination of
theory and practice. China's computer database technology is not mature. In order to verify the
theory of technology, it must be applied to the practice of information management. Specifically, it
will optimize the theoretical system of enterprise database and apply new technology in information
management based on independent development. Second, the enterprise shall record the results of
information management business and make up for the defects of computer database technology in
a timely manner.

Fig.1 Computer Data Analysis
4.3 Improve the Security of Computer Database Technology in Information Management
In the application of computer database technology in information management, the security of
computer database technology in information management should be improved completely
according to the actual development of computer database. By analyzing the past use of computer
database technology, we will find the corresponding defects in application security. Therefore,
when this technology is applied to information management, it is necessary to understand the risks
encountered in the actual application of information management in detail, and make clear the
losses brought by information management risks to the database. Therefore, from the practical point
of view, in order to improve the security of the database system, we should fully consider the
various practical problems faced by the computer database technology in the application program.
4.4 Combination of Theory and Practice of Computer Database Technology
In the application of computer database technology in information management, it is necessary
to strengthen the theory and practice of computer database technology according to the level of
information management. In the specific implementation of computer database technology, the
application level of computer database technology is increasing. The actual demand of the computer
database technology, in order to make clear the information management, this technology is the
application case of the computer database technology of the information management, analyzing
and mastering the combination of the theory and the computer database technology, which is of
great importance in the combination of the theory and practice of the computer database technology.
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Therefore, the applicability of computer database technology is constantly improving, and computer
database technology has been used in enterprise information management.
5. Conclusion
In the current social development process, China is still in the primary stage of socialism.
However, with the support of economic and cultural prosperity, China's science and technology has
been widely innovated and applied. After the innovation of science and technology, computer
database technology has gradually become an important computer technology. Taking the computer
database technology in information management as the goal and the computer database technology
in information management as the center, the security of the computer database technology in
information management is improved. This paper combines the research and application of database,
computer, database technology and practicability, strengthens the relevant content of computer
database technology, and discusses the future development of information management through
beneficial inspiration.
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